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Executive Summay
Five years after its adoption, the Paris agreement
continues to drive climate action around the globe.
This is evident from the recent surge of net-zero
commitments both on a national and a company
level. Nine out of ten of the world’s largest economies have pledged to become carbon neutal. Likewise, many of the world’s largest corpoations, including in hard-to-abate sectors, are declaring their
net-zero aspiations. In this context, science-based
target setting will likely become the new gold
standard of corpoate climate targets.
What are science-based targets and how are they
related to net-zero targets?
Science-based targets (SBTs) are actionable shotto midterm emission reduction targets which are in
line with what climate science deems necessay to
meet the requirements of the Paris agreement, i.e.,
to limit the global tempeature rise to well-below
2°C, ideally 1.5°C. Oﬀsetting – either through compensation or carbon dioxide removal (CDR) – does
not count toward SBTs. This makes SBTs more credible in the eyes of investors and policymakers and
diﬀerentiates them from many net-zero targets.
The Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi), which
was founded in 2015, has emerged as the main driver of science-based target setting in companies.

their governance structures. Five success factors
can be identiﬁed:
•
•
•
•
•

Close match between SBTs and corpoate stategy
Buy-in by top management
Clear deﬁnition of responsibilities
Leveaging stategic stakeholder management
Internal and external promotion of commitments

Four corpoate examples from econsense member
companies on the development of key peformance
indicators, carbon shadow pricing, linking executive pay to SBT achievement, and the inclusion of
employees show how governance instruments can
underpin target achievement.
How can companies beneﬁt from SBTs?
Developing SBTs requires a signiﬁcant internal investment, but the eﬀot pays oﬀ: Companies with
SBTs are better positioned vis-à-vis external stakeholders such as investors, customers, and policymakers and can seize the beneﬁts of stategic and
opeational improvements. These include increased
investor conﬁdence, less uncetainty with regard to
future regulation and policy, improved proﬁtability,
and competitive advantages through innovation.
Are SBTs a win-win for companies and climate?

How does the target setting process work?
Companies engaging in climate action with the SBTi
can choose between two methods and two ambition levels. The two methods are absolute contaction and sectoal decarbonization, and they diﬀer in
their applicability to diﬀerent sectors and emission
scopes. The two ambition levels derive from the
pathways of the Paris agreement: well-below 2°C or
1.5°C.
How can companies suppot target achievement?
Science-based target setting is not a mere technical exercise. Instead, it requires companies to seek
a close ﬁt between their climate commitments and

SBTs also have their limitations. First, they will only
have a genuine impact on the global ace to net zero
if more companies in high emission sectors (e.g.,
steel, automobile manufacturing) and from developing countries join the initiative. Second, not all sectors ﬁnd it equally easy to adopt the SBT methodology, either because products are vey heterogenous
(e.g., in the chemical sector) or because technologically feasible 1.5°C-pathways have not yet been
developed (e.g., in aviation). Third, SBTs are patly
criticized for not being ambitious enough. They are
based on the assumption that evey economic actor
will contribute its “fair share” to cutting back emissions. But is this assumption realistic? And how do you
determine a company’s fair share in the ﬁrst place?

Is science-based target setting here to stay?
In the run-up to the 2021 UN Climate Change Conference (COP26), the focus of corpoate and policymakers’ attention will shift from climate targets to
climate impact, especially in corpoate value chains.
In addition, companies need to scrutinize not only
the impact their opeations have on climate change,
but also the impact of climate change on their business models. It is critical to understand that having
climate targets aligned with a 1.5°C pathway is not
the same as having a business model adapted to a
world that will be at least 1.5°C warmer on aveage.
In the near future, science-based target setting may
be used to improve the environmental governance
of other planetay boundaries beyond GHG emissions (e.g., biodiversity loss) as evidenced by new
initiatives which are stating to form.

It should be noted that this paper, when referring to
science-based targets (SBTs), denotes emission reduction targets validated through the Science Based
Targets Initiative (SBTi). This paper does not endorse
the initiative, but it acknowledges that the SBTi has
come to embody science-based target setting.
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1. Introduction: Science-Based Target
Setting and the Race to Net Zero
Five years after its adoption, the Paris agreement
continues to drive climate action. The global ace
to net zero is acceleating both on a county and a
company level. Nine out of ten of the world’s largest economies, including China and Japan, the ﬁrst
and ﬁfth largest emitters of greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions, have pledged to become carbon-neutal
no later than 2050 (or 2060, in the case of China).
In total, almost 130 countries, representing roughly
two thirds of global GHG emissions, are considering
net-zero targets or have already adopted them.1
Likewise, many of the world’s largest companies,
including in hard-to-abate sectors, are lining up to
announce their net-zero aspiations. In this context,
science-based target setting is gaining momentum
and will likely become the new gold standard of
corpoate pactice.
Science-based target setting is based on the idea
of a global GHG budget, i.e., the premise that there
is a ﬁxed amount of GHG emissions which can be
released into the atmosphere before global warming exceeds cetain tempeature thresholds. This
global budget is then appotioned to the private
sector.2 The International Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) estimates that – stating at the end of 2017
– the remaining carbon budget3 for the 1.5°C goal
amounts to roughly 420 gigatons (Gt) of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. Assuming yearly emissions
of roughly 42 Gt, this carbon budget will be used
up by 2027. The carbon budget in line with the 2°C
goal would be depleted in roughly 25 years.4
Hence, science-based target setting owes pat of
its legitimacy and credibility to the fact that it
changes the reference point of corpoate climate
targets. Historically, companies have had an inwardlooking perspective on their emission reduction
potential (“what is achievable and economically
feasible?”). In contast, science-based target set-

ting establishes an external threshold, namely the
requirements set by the Paris agreement, as the
new reference point for corpoate climate targets
(“what is necessay?”).
Ever since its foundation in 2015, the Science Based
Targets initiative (SBTi) – a collaboation between
the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP), the United
Nations Global Compact (UNGC), the World Resources Institute (WRI), and the World Wide Fund
for Nature (WWF) – has become the main driver
of science-based target setting in companies. The
initiative aims to suppot the private sector in setting climate targets that correspond to the latest
ﬁndings of climate science. More speciﬁcally, the
SBTi shows companies by how much and how quikkly they need to curb emissions to become compatible with the tajectories of the Paris agreement
– well-below 2°C or 1.5°C. As of April 2021, more
than 1,300 companies worldwide have pledged
themselves to taking climate action with the SBTi.5
Similarly, roughly half of the econsense member
companies have SBTi-approved climate targets or
are in the process of developing them.
As one element of state-of-the-at corpoate climate stategies, SBTs pose opeational challenges.
Even more impotantly, they require a stategic ﬁt
with the oveall business stategy as well as an adaptation of corpoate governance structures and
instruments. To discuss both the technical and the
stategic aspects of the SBTi process, econsense
launched an exchange between pactitioners in
the fall of 2020. The ﬁndings form the basis of this
paper.
Having read this paper, the reader will know how
science-based target setting works and which governance instruments can help companies achieve
such targets. The paper also explains the beneﬁts
as well as the limits of SBTs. It concludes with a
brief outlook on the future of science-based target
setting and its applicability to diﬀerent areas.

1 Climate Action Tacker (2020)
2 SBTi (2020a)
3 Note that the IPCC works with carbon budgets (CO2 emissions only) whereas the SBTi works with GHG budgets.
The SBTi uses a GHG budget of 990 Gt of CO2 equivalents and 1,540 Gt of CO2 equivalents for the 1.5°C and the well-below 2°C scenario, respectively.
4 IPCC (2018)
5 SBTi (2021)
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How are SBTs Related to Corpoate Net-Zero Targets?
The number of net-zero targets on a national as well as a
company level has skyrocketed after the Paris agreement
was adopted. The European Union (EU), the United States
(US), China and the tech giant Microsoft are only a couple
of recent examples. According to the IPCC, net-zero emissions are reached when “anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases to the atmosphere are balanced by anthropogenic
removas over a speciﬁed period.” 6
Net-zero targets are closely intetwined with SBTs, but
they usually diﬀer in their time horizon and the value
they assign to three diﬀerent climate mitigation stategies: reduction, compensation, and removal of carbon or
GHG emissions.7 Reduction refers to measures that companies adopt to prevent, reduce, or eliminate GHG emissions along their value chains. Compensating GHG emissions means that a company seeks to prevent, reduce, or
eliminate GHG emissions outside of its value chain. Finally,
a removal stategy implies that a corpoation removes
carbon from the atmosphere, either through naturebased solutions (e.g., reforestation) or technical solutions
(e.g., direct air capture). Hence, both compensation and
removal stategies can be summarized under the term
“oﬀsetting”.8
Science-based targets (SBTs) are climate goals in line
with what the latest climate science considers necessay
to meet the goals of the Paris agreement – limiting global
warming to an increase of well-below 2°C in comparison
to pre-industrial levels and pursuing eﬀots to limit warming to 1.5°C. They are action-oriented, shot- to midterm

targets with a time horizon of ﬁve to 15 years. SBTs focus
on emission reduction only – oﬀsetting emissions does
not count toward SBTs.
Net-zero targets, currently seen as the ultimate proof of
climate leadership, go one step futher than SBTs. They
geneally combine ambitious emission reduction targets
in the shot- to midterm with high-quality oﬀsets (through
compensation and removal). Oﬀsets can be used both in
the tansition to net zero (i.e. emissions that are not covered by a company’s SBTs) and at net zero (i.e. for residual emissions). However, there is no universally accepted
deﬁnition yet of what constitutes a net-zero target, which
makes comparisons diﬃcult. Net-zero targets diﬀer from
each other in three aspects, (1) their scope, i.e. which
emissions they cover (CO2 emissions only, all GHG emissions, or a subset)9, whether they only cover emissions
under the direct control of the company or include value
chain emissions, and whether and which kind of oﬀsetting
is allowed, (2) their adequacy and fairness, i.e. the question if and which paticular sectors or countries should
lead the way, and (3) concrete roadmaps to reach net zero,
including interim milestones and implementation plans.10
Recognizing the lack of a universal deﬁnition, the SBTi has
launched a process for the development of a global standard. It proposes to deﬁne net zero as “a state in which the
activities within the value chain of a company result in no net
impact on the cimate from GHG emissions. This is achieved
by reducing value chain GHG emissions, in ine with 1.5°C
pathways, and by balancing the impact of any remaining GHG
emissions with an appropriate amount of carbon removas.” 11

Figure 1: Classiﬁcation of Corpoate Climate Targets
Corpoate climate mitigation stategies

Science-based targets (SBTs)

Reducing GHG emissions
Measures to prevent, reduce, or eliminate GHG
emissions within corpoate value chains
Compensating GHG emissions
Measures to prevent, reduce, or eliminate GHG
emissions outside of corpoate value chains

Net-zero targets

Removing CO2 emissions
Nature-based or technological solutions
to remove carbon dioxide from the atmosphere

Illustation based on SBTi (2020e)
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6 IPCC (2018)
7 While reduction and compensation measures geneally focus on all relevant GHG emissions as speciﬁed in the GHG protocol, removal stategies currently
focus on CO2 only. So far, methods for the removal of other GHG emissions (e.g., methane, nitrous oxide) from the atmosphere have not been discussed.
8 SBTi (2020e)
9 Strictly speaking, climate neutality refers to all GHG emissions whereas carbon neutality tackles CO2 emissions only. Yet, these terms are not used
consistently throughout the public discourse.
10 Rogelj (2021)
11 SBTi (2020e)

Figure 2: Deﬁnition of GHG Emission Scopes
Scope

Indicative share of total footprint

Scope 1 emissions
Direct emissions from sources owned and controlled
by a company
Scope 2 emissions
Indirect emissions from the geneation of purchased electricity,
steam, heat, and cooling consumed by a company
Scope 3 emissions
Indirect emissions from upstream and downstream activities
in the value chain of a company
Illustation based on Greenhouse Gas Protocol (2015)

2. Getting Stated: Guidance on the
Technicalities of the SBTi Process
The SBTi process can be summarized in four steps:
committing to, developing, submitting, and announcing SBTs. After committing to the initiative,
a company has 24 months to develop, submit, and
publish its SBTs. The focus of this chapter is on the
development of SBTs.

2.1 The Science Behind Science-Based
Target Setting: Choosing the Right
Methodology
In terms of methodology, science-based target
setting is based on three components: a GHG
budget, emission scenarios, and allocation approaches. The GHG budget refers to the amount
of GHG emissions that can be released into the
atmosphere before global warming exceeds certain tempeature thresholds. Emission scenarios
model how the GHG budget can be distributed
over time. Finally, the allocation approach determines how the GHG budget is appotioned to companies according to a speciﬁc scenario. The SBTi
distinguishes between two diﬀerent allocation
approaches: convergence and contaction. Allocation based on convergence means that all companies of a given sector reduce their emissions in-

12 SBTi (2020a)

tensity to the same value by a given date, whereas
allocation by contaction refers to an absolute
linear emission reduction irrespective of initial
emission levels.12 The diﬀerence between the two
allocation approaches is illustated by Figure 3.
The SBTi currently allows corpoations to set SBTs
using two sepaate methods: absolute emission
contaction and sectoal decarbonization. They
diﬀer in their applicability to diﬀerent sectors and
emission scopes.
Absolute emission contaction builds on the assumption that global warming can successfully be
halted at 1.5°C or well-below 2°C, respectively, if
all actors curb their absolute emissions between
the base year and the target year by the amount
required by a speciﬁc emissions scenario. It is
hence applicable to companies of all sectors and
requires them to reduce their emissions linearly
each year by 4.2% to be compatible with the 1.5°C
tajectoy or by 2.5% to align with the well-below
2°C pathway.
The sectoal decarbonization approach (SDA) is
based on allocation by convergence, as it assumes
that the global emissions intensity of key sectors
will converge to a common value by 2060. By its
nature, it is best suited for homogenous sectors
with an adequate activity indicator (e.g., tons of
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Figure 3: Two Allocation Methods: Convergence and Contaction
Contaction

Convergence

Emission Intensity

Target
value

Company A

Company B

Company C

Company A

Company B

Company C

Allocation by convergence takes into account the previous climate peformance of companies (as expressed in their emission intensity). Hence, company C has a longer way to go than company A, which already has a lower
emission intensity.

Allocation by contaction does not take into account the previous climate
peformance of companies. Hence, all three companies have to reduce their
emissions at the same ate.

CO2 equivalents per ton of aluminum). The SDA
approach comes with two main caveats: It is not
available for all sectors13, and it cannot yet be
used to calculate 1.5°C-compatible goals.14

Recommendation: The choice of the correct
method mainly depends on the sector a company opeates in. The SBTi provides guidance on
the recommended method for each sector.15 The
econsense member companies recommend using
the SDA method where available.

Examples of econsense member companies
using the absolute contaction approach
for scopes 1 and 2:
• Bayer AG is committed to reducing
absolute scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions
by 42% by 2029 from a 2019 base year.
• Volkswagen AG is committed to reducing
absolute scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions
by 30% by 2030 from a 2018 base year.
Examples of econsense member companies
using the SDA approach for scopes 1 and 2:
• HeidelbergCement is committed to
reducing scope 1 GHG emissions by 15%
per ton of cementitious materias by 2030
from a 2016 base year. It aso commits to
reduce scope 2 GHG emissions by 65% per
ton of cementitious materias within the
same timefame.
• RWE AG is committed to reducing scope
1 and 2 GHG emissions by 50% per kWh
by 2030 from a 2019 base year.
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Absolute Emissions

Illustation based on SBTi (2020a)

2.2 The Time Horizon: Choosing the
Right Base and Target Year
To consistently tack progress of the SBTs, companies need to choose a base and a target year. The
base year should be the most recent year for which
emissions data are available, it should be representative of a company’s GHG emissions proﬁle, and it
should entail suﬃcient foward-looking ambition
(i.e., go beyond the current ambition level).16 Also, it
should be noted that companies can use a stating
year that is diﬀerent from the base year when communicating their targets externally.
SBTs have a shot- to midterm perspective, which is
why they must cover a minimum of ﬁve years and a
maximum of 15 years from the year of submission
to the initiative. In addition, companies are encouraged to develop longer-term targets until 2050.
Recommendation: It is recommended to use the
same base and target year for all midterm SBTs
submitted. Companies wanting to use 2020 as their
base year should consult with the initiative as the
emission proﬁle might be distoted due to the global COVID-19 pandemic.

13 The sectors for which sector-speciﬁc pathways are available in the science-based target setting tool are power geneation, iron and steel,
cement, aluminum, pulp and paper, and sevices-buildings.
14 The power sector is currently the only exception as a 1.5° compatible SDA pathway was published in June 2020.
15 SBTi (2020c)
16 The SBTi uses the time horizon from the most recent year to the target year to assess whether the targets have “suﬃcient foward-looking ambition”.

2.3 Aim for 1.5°C or Well-Below 2°C:
Choosing the Right Ambition Level
When it comes to the ambition level of corpoate
scope 1 and 2 targets, companies theoretically have
the choice between targets consistent either with
the 1.5°C or the well-below 2°C pathway. While the
SBTi encouages all companies to align with the
more ambitious 1.5°C pathway, the well-below 2°C
tajectoy can still be chosen, and no indication has
been given as to whether or when the latter may be
phased out. Previously, the initiative has also accepted 2°C targets. Those are no longer eligible and need
to be revalidated no later than 2025. Scope 3 targets
do not necessarily need to be science-based, but
they need to be ambitious, measuable, and based
on emission hotspots along the value chain.17

• Oﬀsets and avoided emissions must not be
included in SBTs.
Deep Dive: Rules for Setting Scope 1 and 2 Targets
• Companies should disclose whether their scope
2 emissions are calculated using a locationbased or a market-based approach.18 Target
setting and progress tacking should be based
on the same method.
• Instead of scope 2 emission reduction targets,
companies may choose to use renewable electricity procurement targets. The SBTi considers
a share of 80% renewable electricity until 2025
and 100% until 2030 to be consistent with a
1.5°C scenario.
Deep Dive: Rules for Setting Scope 3 Targets

Recommendation: If a 1.5°C pathway is available
for the sector a company opeates in, the company
should always strive to be as ambitious as possible.
1.5°C-compatible SBTs come with higher credibility,
as many external stakeholders such as investors and
policymakers are highly aware of the diﬀerence.

2.4 Geneal Criteria for Credibility for
all Three Emission Scopes
The SBTi has deﬁned seveal criteria which corpoate climate targets have to meet in order to receive
SBTi validation.
• Targets must include at least scope 1 and scope
2 emissions, 5% of which may be excluded from
the emissions inventoy and target setting.
• Targets must cover all GHG as deﬁned in the
GHG Protocol Corpoate Standard.
• Intensity targets for scope 1 and scope 2
emissions are only legitimate if they lead to
the reduction of emissions in absolute terms.
• Companies may deﬁne targets that combine
emission scopes (e.g., a combined scope 1 and 2
target or a combined scope 1, 2, and 3 target).
• Targets must be reviewed and, if necessay,
recalculated and revalidated at least evey
ﬁve years.

• Companies need to conduct a scope 3 emissions screening to determine their relevance.
• If scope 3 emissions amount to more than 40%
of the total carbon footprint, a scope 3 target
is required. All companies selling or distributing natual gas and/or other fossil fuel-derived
products need a scope 3 target irrespective of
the share of scope 3 emissions relative to their
total carbon footprint.
• Scope 3 targets must cover at least two thirds
of total scope 3 emissions.
• Scope 3 targets can address either total scope
3 emissions or single categories.
• There are three options for setting scope 3
targets:
- Absolute targets must be compatible with a
2°C scenario as a minimum.
- Physical intensity targets have to be modeled
using the respective SDA method or leading
to an annual linear reduction ate of at least
2%; or economic intensity targets which will
lead to an annual linear reduction ate of
at least 7%.
- Supplier engagement targets need to address the relevant scope 3 emission categories and must be set within ﬁve years of
target submission.19

17 SBTi (2020c)
18 The location-based method represents the aveage emissions intensity of the grids at the location of the corpoate site. In contast,
the market-based method focuses on emissions from energy contacts and instruments chosen by the repoting company.
19 SBTi (2020b)
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3. More than Number Crunching:
How Good Governance Suppots
Target Achievement

3.1 Five Success Factors of ClimateRelated Governance
Close Match Between SBTs and Corpoate Stategy

The SBTi process can be summarized in four steps:
committing to, developing, submitting, and announcing SBTs. After committing to the initiative, The SBTi process requires technical knowhow regarding the emission reduction potential
of diﬀerent measures and the modelling of future
emissions. But developing and paticularly attaining SBTs is far from being merely a technical
exercise. In fact, companies need to seek a close
ﬁt between their climate commitments and their
internal governance structures. This includes the
deﬁnition of responsibilities, internal stakeholder
management, monitoring and steering of the relevant decarbonization progams as well as communication. While some decarbonization measures,
especially those that address scope 1 and 2 emissions, can be devised top-down, good climate-related governance shows in the implementation of
decentalized carbon reduction measures in the
value chain.
A governance structure that is aligned with a company’s SBTs comes with a multitude of beneﬁts: It
signiﬁcantly enhances the probability of a company achieving its climate targets while also preparing it for the worst-case scenario of missing them.
It facilitates continuous compliance with the SBTi
criteria and recommendations (e.g., with regards
to repoting and target recalculation). Finally, climate governance is not only helpful when it comes
to SBTs, it also prepares a company for upcoming
regulation and the requirements of new initiatives
when managing climate-related risks and opportunities.
This chapter ﬁrst presents ﬁve success factors of
good climate governance before showcasing four
corpoate examples of governance instruments
cental to the attainment of SBTs.
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20 Havard Business Review (2019)

It is crucial to closely link a company’s SBTs to its
corpoate stategy to safeguard credibility and resilience even in turbulent times. A close alignment
ensures that current and future business activities
are compatible with achieving climate targets. SBTs
can help push foward the internal discussion on
allocating resources toward low-carbon activities.
They also foster an organizational design which incorpoates climate action and stategic tade-oﬀs
between business models viable in today’s or tomorrow’s carbon-constained economy. Once the
oveall stategy is aligned, it needs to be cascaded
down to the business unit level.
Top Management Buy-In
The SBTi relies on actionable shot- to midterm climate targets with a time horizon of ﬁve to 15 years.
As the aveage tenure of S&P 500 CEOs is roughly
seven years20, SBTs represent a consideable risk for
the management board. Therefore, it is crucial for
the board to be fully informed about the methodology of science-based target setting, peer benchmarking, the business model implications and costs
as well as the consequences, should the company
miss its SBTs. Ideally, a sponsor from the management or leadership team will champion the initiative and monitor target achievement. Then, the
adoption of climate peformance metrics to suppot target achievement becomes more likely.
Deﬁnition of Clear Responsibilities
SBTs need to be embedded in the corpoation’s organizational structure. The responsibility for steering
their development will usually lie with the sustainability team. However, companies should avoid silo
thinking and management regarding climate targets.
One suggestion is to appoint sustainability leads for
each board unit; another is to set up a sustainability
council involving diﬀerent business units. This way,
the oveall targets can be broken down to the diﬀer-

ent business units. This underlines the impotance of
their contribution and ensures that the climate impact is considered in the decision-making process.
Leveaging Stategic Stakeholder Management
The road to achieving SBTs is essentially a stategic
change management progam. As such, it is vital
to have a clear picture of the internal stakeholders
who need to be kept informed or even convinced of
the initiative. It is the sustainability team’s responsibility to anticipate who will beneﬁt and who may
lose out from ambitious climate targets. Stakeholders, whose suppot is critical for the success of the
oveall process, include the management board,
stategy, ﬁnance and repoting, investor relations,
and communications. Since all these depatments
will need to get involved multiple times during the
SBTi journey, it is crucial to set up collaboation
channels early on.
External and Internal Promotion of Commitments
Communication is a cental governance instrument
in the context of SBTs. A company’s commitments
should be acknowledged and promoted externally
and internally. External communication channels
include the website and social media channels of
the SBTi as well as the company, ﬁnancial and nonﬁnancial repots, and investor roadshows. Internal
communication should aim to create tansparency
with regard to the SBTs and their contribution to
the future viability of the company. They should
also motivate employees to get engaged in the decarbonization journey.
Figure 4: Five Success Factors of Climate-Related Governance
Close match between SBTs and corpoate stategy
Top management buy-in
Deﬁnition of clear responsibilities
Leveaging stategic stakeholder management
External and internal promotion of commitments

3.2 Corpoate Examples of ClimateRelated Governance
Measuring and Monitoring the Carbon Footprint:
Volkswagen’s Decarbonization Index
The decarbonization index (German: Dekarbonisierungsindex, DKI) is the
prime KPI of Vokswagen’s decarbonization stategy.
It captures the aveage CO2 emissions of a vehicle over
its ife cycle (measured in tons of CO2 equivalents per
vehicle). It is appied to the passenger car producing
bands in the three main markets EU, China, and the
US. The DKI comprises both the direct and indirect
emissions of the producing plants (scope 1 and 2
emissions) and the emissions arising in the upstream
and downstream value chain (scope 3 emissions), i.e.
in the extaction of aw materias, the use phase, and
the recycing phase. Thus, the DKI ensures ife cycle
CO2 thinking throughout the whole company: from
potfoio and leet emission planners to purchasing,
production, business tavel, and the ﬁnance depatment. In 2020, the DKI amounted to 43 tons of CO2
equivalents per vehicle. From the base year 2015 until
2025, Vokswagen intends to decrease the DKI by 30
percent.
The DKI was ﬁrst repoted in Vokswagen’s Group annual repot for the repoting year 2019 and has therefore undergone a testing for “reasonable assuance”.
Internally, the DKI has been used since 2018 to steer
the decarbonization progam activities. In a biannual
rhythm, the DKI prognosis for the upcoming ten years
is repoted to the Vokswagen Group board of management and to the bands’ CEOs. Thus, the decarbonization index heps to make the carbon footprint
changes tansparent that are induced by the technology shift to e-mobiity. The extent of reductions becomes visible as well as new emission hotspots that
need to be tackled, e.g., in battey supply chains. This
quantitative insight strongly suppots stategic decision-making. Including the DKI in the Group’s stategic KPI set underines the board’s commitment to
cimate protection and aises awareness for ife cycle
thinking among Vokswagen Group employees.
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To make a company’s carbon footprint relevant to
all management decisions, it is essential to deﬁne
a KPI for climate performance just as one would
for ﬁnancial peformance. A climate peformance
KPI enhances the probability of meeting deﬁned
climate commitments. It can be tailored to the individual company where it improves the analysis
of emission hotspots and suppots the adoption
of diﬀerentiated measures. First, a KPI can help to
opeationalize the SBT by tanslating the SBTi logic
of deﬁning targets per emission scopes into a logic
that is tailored to the steering level of a company.
Volkswagen, for example, deﬁned its KPI and its
targets on the basis of its predominant steering
level, namely the individual vehicle. Second, a KPI
promotes the adoption of a holistic perspective, as
emission hotspots in the life cycle of a product or
sevice are identiﬁed and their future development
is projected. The tansformation toward e-mobility is one example of shifting emission hotpots:
While today, the majority of emissions arise in the
user phase of the vehicle through the combustion
of fuels, the future emission hotspots will likely be
located in the sourcing and production phase, since
batteries have a signiﬁcant carbon footprint. Third,
an internationally opeating company can use the
KPI to diﬀerentiate between markets and thus factor in diﬀerent ecosystems and regulatoy schemes.
Fouth, a climate peformance KPI helps with the
development of diﬀerentiated decarbonization
measures which can tackle emission hotspots while
taking into account the ecosystem and regulatoy
environment. Finally, a clear advantage of a climate
peformance KPI is the fact that the degree of target achievement can be consistently tacked over
time through a single indicator. As such, progress
can also be tansparently communicated both internally and externally.
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Making Carbon Emissions Decision-Relevant:
Carbon Pricing at Bayer
Carbon pricing, whether in a regulatoy scheme like
the European Emissions Tading System (EU-ETS) or
in a corpoate setting, follows the ationale that carbon emissions need to be assigned a price which relects the long-term damage they do to the climate.
From a corpoate perspective, there are diﬀerent
approaches to carbon pricing. Carbon fees and carbon shadow prices – or a combination of both – are
among the most common options. While carbon fees
assign a “real” monetay value to carbon emitting
activities, e.g., business tavel, carbon shadow prices
are ﬁctitious, as they are usually higher than prevailing market prices. Shadow prices function like a riskmanagement tool for evaluating investments and
providing guidance for corpoate stategy. As such,
they are especially useful for companies with longlived capital assets which are at a risk of becoming
standed assets in the future.21 The main motivation
of companies adopting internal carbon shadow prices is to better understand and anticipate climate-related business risks and oppotunities and move toward investment activities which will be robust even
in environments with stricter carbon constaints.22
The carbon price level can be based on damage cost23
(to the environment and society at large), mitigation cost for achieving an internal climate goal, or an
external reference point (e.g., prices from EU-ETS).24
Carbon prices can be uniform or diﬀerentiated with
regard to location or business units as well as static
or dynamic over time.25
As pat of its SBT, Bayer is committed to reducing emissions
by purchasing 100% electricity only from renewable sources. Bayer aso plans to invest EUR 500 milion in energy eﬃciency measures until
2030. To steer investments, an internal CO2 incentive of
EUR 100 per ton of CO2 has been included in the cost
calculation of CapEx projects. This incentive appies to
all CO2 emission reduction initiatives with the exception
of emissions from purchased electricity, which are to
become zero with the 2030 target of 100% purchased

C2ES (2017)
CDP (2017)
The German Environmental Agency (UBA) estimates climate change costs at €195 per ton CO2 for the year 2020.
DGCN (2018)
CDP (2017)

electricity from renewable sources. Reduction of electricity consumption nevetheless continues as pat of
the company’s improvement and cost management
measures.
In pactice, a CO2 incentive impacts only a faction
of CapEx projects as many are driven by regulatoy
needs independent of CO2 emissions. On these types of
projects, even an internal CO2 price of EUR 100 per ton
will have ittle impact.
When ﬁxing the internal price at EUR 100 per ton, Bayer
took into consideation cost abatement cuves for emission reduction, costs for high-quaity energy attribute
cetiﬁcates for renewable gas, and taxation trends. The
price and the famework of the incentive scheme will
be reviewed after two years to ensure eﬀectiveness and
revaidate market assumptions. This shadow pricing approach improves the net present value (NPV) of cimatefriendly projects and gives them a higher priority.
For business tavel, Bayer focuses on reducing the
number of trips. The target is to reduce business tavel
by 50% compared to 2019. Since 2020 Bayer additionally compensates ight emissions through carbon oﬀsetting projects. The compensation follows a carbon
fee approach.
Integating the Boardroom: Linking SBTs and
Executive Compensation at Bayer
Executive compensation and incentive progams
are useful tools to encouage leadership to act on
climate change. As carbon footprints are becoming
pat of the most relevant corpoate KPIs, an increasing number of companies is stating to integate
this element into their management incentives. In
fact, roughly half of Europe’s largest corpoations
have tied executive compensation to aspects of
climate change. One in four has ﬁnancially incentivized meeting climate targets.26 Far from being
a mere public aﬀairs exercise, the link between
boardroom pay and climate action is a signal to investors, policymakers, customers, and society as a
whole that companies are serious about the tansition to a low-carbon economy.

26 CDP (2019)

As pat of its commitment
to the Sustainable Development Goas (SDGs) of the
United Nations as well as the Paris Climate Accord,
Bayer has integated sustainabiity targets into managerial compensation schemes, including for the management board.
The company’s sustainabiity targets are broken down
to yearly targets to measure progress toward the longterm goas and detect over- or underpeformance at
an early stage. The targets are included in shot-term
(one year) and long-term (four years) incentive plans for
management. Peformance is tacked at least annually.
Long-term incentives have the greatest impact on compensation: For Bayer, they amount to up to 40% of total
pay. Of these, the group’s climate and access targets
account for 20% (half climate, half access). Bayer’s
cimate commitments are based on SBTs. The company
aims to become cimate neutal in its own opeations
(scope 1 and 2) and consideably reduce its scope 3
emissions by 2030 compared to a 2019 baseine. Performance regarding Bayer’s climate and access goals
is assessed according to the same logic as financial
targets. Overpeformance is rewarded and underperformance penaized in a ange from 0% to 200%.
At Bayer, setting quantitative sustainabiity targets
and embedding them in management compensation
schemes was a pivotal point to aign management
commitment and action on the targets and related
measures. Aso, it sent a strong credibiity signal to external stakeholders and employees: “We’re taking sustainabiity seriously and hold ourselves accountable to
deiver against our ambitious targets.”
Taking the Employees on the Decarbonization
Journey: SAP’s Sustainability Dashboard
Companies are currently realizing that corpoate
climate targets cannot be attained without harnessing the potential of their workforce. Employees
working in product design, procurement, or marketing can all make relevant contributions to emission
reductions. At the same time, and as evidenced by
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recent suveys, employees demand more climate
action from their employers.27 If companies are perceived as climate leaders, they beneﬁt from higher
employee satisfaction and retention as well as a
higher attactiveness for young talents, paticularly
millennials. Millennials, who will soon outnumber
the baby boomer geneation on the labor market,
see climate change as their number one concern.
The challenge confronting companies is to link employees’ values and their suppot for sustainability
with corpoate opeations. There are seveal stategies on how to engage employees in a company’s
decarbonization journey. Creating sustainability
knowledge and competence as well as increasing
the visibility of key environmental peformance
metrics within an organization are just two powerful ways to include the workforce.28
SAP has recognized the importance of employees as ESG stakeholders and gives them access
and tansparency regarding the
company’s non-ﬁnancial peformance.
SAP’s Sustainabiity Dashboard was developed so that
employees can explore the non-ﬁnancial peformance
of SAP across diﬀerent organizations and geogaphies.
The solution enables them to drill down to how their
individual team contributed to the company’s oveall
non-ﬁnancial peformance. The dashboard provides
benchmarks and deivers data around indicators ike
gender diversity, carbon emissions, and employee survey results.
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Polman & Bhattachaya (2016)
SBTi (2020d)
Black Rock (2021)

4. It Pays Oﬀ to be a Climate Leader:
The Beneﬁts of SBTs for Companies
Developing SBTs requires signiﬁcant internal investment. According to econsense member companies engaged with the SBTi, the process from
commitment to target validation usually takes a
year and possibly up to two years depending on
the complexity of the company’s emissions proﬁle
and its inteaction with the initiative. The target
validation process comes with a price tag of roughly USD 5,000 for large corpoations or USD 1,000
for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).29
As the SBTi process is highly iteative and requires
multiple consultations with the initiative, it ties
up resources and usually requires the suppot of
an external consulting ﬁrm. But the eﬀot pays oﬀ:
As this chapter illustates, a company with SBTs is
better positioned vis-à-vis external stakeholders
such as investors, customers, and policymakers
and can seize the beneﬁts of stategic and opeational improvements.
Strengthen investor conﬁdence
and credibility
In his 2021 CEO letter, BlackRock’s CEO Lary Fink
conﬁrmed that the reallocation of capital is acceleating as capital markets are tansitioning toward a net-zero economy. Despite the global pandemic, investment in sustainable assets doubled
from 2019 to 2020.30 There is mounting evidence
– which investors increasingly pay attention to –
that companies which peform better on environmental, social, and governance (ESG) aspects also
outpeform their peers in the stock market. Thus,
investors have come to see a lack of ESG management as a serious business risk. Against this background, investors appreciate SBTs as an externally
validated standard for climate action. However,
they also look beyond and demand a holistic integation of these targets into the business stategy, appropriate decarbonization progams, and
governance instruments in order to ensure a positive impact on the climate.

Figure 5: The Beneﬁts of SBTs for Companies

External Stakeholders
External
Policymakers

Improve position vis-à-vis policymakers
Reduce uncetainty with regard to future regulation and policy
Leveage synergies with other initiatives

Stategy

Develop resilient long-term business stategies
Create competitive advantage through innovation
Increase board attention for climate action

Internal
Opeations

Secure top position in corpoate atings
and ankings
Corpoate climate action as pat of a broader ESG
management has come to ank highly on the checklists of global ating agencies. In international ating standards, SBTs are progressively gaining recognition. CDP, for example, which is also a founding
member of the SBTi, has incorpoated questions
on science-based target setting and the level of
progress in its “Climate Change Questionnaire.”31
Companies with SBTs thus have a higher chance of
appearing on CDP’s annual A-List. Likewise, companies with SBTs can secure better positions in global
sustainability ankings. The 2021 Global 100 index
issued by Corpoate Knights anking the 100 most
sustainable corpoations features 60 companies
which have signed on to the SBTi.32
Improve band reputation
As consumers become ever more aware of the
impact their choices have on the environment, it
is impotant for companies to strengthen their
band’s sustainability reputation. In fact, four
out of ﬁve global companies conﬁrmed that SBTs
boosted their band reputation.33 However, and as
the experience of econsense member companies
shows, business customers react vey diﬀerently

31
32
33
34
35

CDP (2021)
Corpoate Knights (2021)
Galvin (2018)
InluenceMap (2021)
Volkswagen (2020)

Strengthen investor conﬁdence and credibility
Secure top position in corpoate atings and ankings
Enhance band reputation

Boost proﬁtability
Foster employee engagement
Adopt a life cycle perspective

from end consumers. End consumers are often
more focused on the emotional aspects of climate
protection. Claims that are easy to understand and
communicate like “carbon neutality” may play
well even in cases where they are actually less ambitious than SBTs. In contast, business customers
usually make a more nuanced assessment of how a
company’s SBTs might help their own (decarbonization) stategy.
Improve position vis-à-vis policymakers
(”climate lobbying”)
Following the adoption of the Paris agreement, corpoate lobbying that directly opposes more ambitious climate protection has seen a stark decline.34
In fact, new corpoate alliances are beginning to ally behind the goals of the European Green Deal and
the Paris agreement and advocate more stringent
climate policies on the national and international
level. One such example is the CEO Alliance – a coalition of business leaders from twelve diﬀerent sectors, including energy, automotive, and technology,
which was formed in 2020.35 Against this backdrop,
SBTs not only underpin individual decarbonization
roadmaps, but also provide companies with a better
bargaining position when advocating for regulatoy
changes such as the extension of carbon pricing
schemes or the promotion of renewable energies.
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Reduce uncetainty with regard to
future regulation and policy
As outlined in the introduction of this paper, more
and more countries are pledging to become carbonneutal (or climate-neutal) by the middle of the
centuy. Yet, the nationally determined contributions (NDCs) of the signatoy countries of the Paris
agreement do not suﬃce to meet the agreement’s
goals. Instead, they are projected to lead to a rise of
the global tempeature level by 3°C.36 Clearly, if the
world community is serious about reaching net zero
by the middle of the centuy, it will need to step up
its ambition level during this decade. More apid
change needs to be suppoted by a smat combination of regulation and policies. Hence, companies
can expect to see more regulation on emission-intensive activities soon. In this context, SBTs are a
poweful way to future-proof business models and
to signal to policymakers that business activities
have (already) been aligned with the Paris accord.
Leveage synergies with other initiatives
Setting SBTs allows a company to gain a much deeper understanding of its climate impact based on its
own emissions, their interdependencies, and abatement potentials. Also, SBTs can kickstat an internal
discussion on the prioritization of business activities, the adoption of new governance mechanisms,
and the involvement of diﬀerent depatments in
curbing emissions. Both the knowledge gained, and
the internal collaboation will prove helpful when
companies deal with new regulatoy requirements
for ESG topics. The latter are, inter alia, imposed by
the TCFD or the European sustainable ﬁnance taxonomy. While SBTi and TCFD cover diﬀerent perspectives (company’s impact on climate vs. impact of climate change on the company), they share a common
stating point: the most up-to-date climate science
as laid down in the Paris agreement. Hence, many
of the insights gathered through the SBTi process
can be leveaged when responding to new regulatoy requirements and climate-related initiatives.
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36 UNEP (2020)

Develop resilient long-term business
stategies
Meeting ambitious climate targets is not possible
without a “Paris-aligned” corpoate stategy. SBTs
can trigger a reassessment of the company’s vision,
business model, and investment activities. Instead
of going after the low-hanging fruits, e.g., cost savings or eﬃciency increases, the SBTi process forces
companies to explore what it will take to tansform
toward a low-carbon economy. While this can entail
discontinuing cetain emission-intensive business
activities, it will enhance the company’s long-term
resilience and viability and decrease the risk of owning standed assets.
Create competitive advantage through
innovation
To meet ambitious SBTs, companies cannot rely on
incremental improvements. Instead, technological
step-changes, for example in the way steel and cement are produced or buildings are designed, are
needed. SBTs encouage employees across diﬀerent depatments to identify and realize emission
reduction potentials during a product’s or sevice’s
life cycle. This includes, but is not limited to, the
procurement of low-carbon input, a product design
incorpoating sustainability and circularity principles, and tacing a company’s products and sevices
beyond the corpoate gates. Business innovation
in the value chain to tackle scope 3 emissions will
increase in impotance as internal decarbonization
potentials will soon be exhausted. Eventually, the
development of new business models based on lowcarbon technologies and processes, products, and
sevices will give companies a competitive edge
over their peers.
Increase board attention for climate action
SBTs are usually developed in close coopeation
with the management board or leadership team.
Before committing to the initiative, many corpoate
leaders engage in a benchmarking exercise with

competitors in the same industy or location. Also,
they need to sign oﬀ the ﬁnal targets as well as the
decarbonization measures necessay to meet them.
Thus, the SBTi process aises awareness among the
top decisionmakers in a company, even if climate action has previously not been a top priority. It sensitizes leaders to the urgency and scope of the tansformation required from evey company as well as
the necessay changes to the business model. This
is especially relevant in light of the fact that the
vast majority of corpoate leaders worldwide lack
understanding of climate science. A recent study
found that just 6% of the 1,188 board members at
Fotune 100 companies have “relevant credentials”
in environmental protection, and only 0.02% of directors have expetise in climate-related issues.37
Boost proﬁtability
Contay to common belief, decarbonizing one’s
business does not come with an exorbitant price
tag when compared to a business-as-usual scenario.
SBTs improve the atio between revenues and costs.
On the one hand, SBTs can unlock new revenue
streams by encouaging new business models. On
the other hand, companies with SBTs geneate savings through process optimization and by reducing
their dependency on fossil fuel-derived aw materials which will become scarcer and more expensive in
the future. Roughly a third of company executives
with SBTs repot bottom line savings following the
adoption of climate commitments.38

company succeeds in engaging its workforce in its
decarbonization journey, climate targets can unlock
creative and collaboative potential across the entire organization. Diﬀerent depatments which may
not have had much contact before will stat to work
together to exchange data or design decarbonization measures and assess their impact.
Adopt a life cycle perspective
In the process of developing SBTs, most companies
realize that focusing on the company’s own opeations will not suﬃce to meet the required emission
reduction ates. The SBTi incentivizes companies to
look at emissions in a holistic way – including those
released along the value chain. In doing so, companies develop a feel for how complex and (internationally) intetwined their own emissions proﬁle
can be and how little data they possess. This opens
up possibilities for business tansformation and collaboations with competitors, customers, and suppliers along the entire value chain.

Foster employee engagement
From an employee perspective, SBTs can easily look
like they are imposed from the top down. With
proper communication, however, they can provide
employees with stategic guidance because climate
targets can help create a common vision for the
future. Also, climate commitments encouage the
workforce to contribute to creating a viable future
for their employer. SBTs build on the ingenuity of
employees in all depatments, from product design
to procurement to opeations management. If a

37 Whelan (2021)
38 Galvin (2018)
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5. SBTs as a Win-Win for Companies and
Climate? A Critical Assessment
Science-based target setting can be highly beneﬁcial
for companies. Yet, the big picture reveals some limitations with regard to the climate impact, inclusiveness, and level of ambition of SBTs.
The most impotant criticism concerns the link between corpoate climate targets and the achievement of global emission reductions: A large number
of companies must paticipate in the scheme to
make the equation add up.39 Currently, however, the
initiative only covers a minority of private sector
emissions. Companies from developing countries as
well as high emission companies are still largely underrepresented, as the SBTi’s 2020 progress repot
shows. Within the Organization for Economic Co-opeation and Development (OECD), 16 out of 37 member countries have reached a critical mass (deﬁned
as 20%) of companies setting SBTs. In the non-OECD
sample, only two countries (India and Singapore) are
approaching the threshold value of 20%. Similarly,
the uptake in high emission sectors like construction, steel, and automobile manufacturing is still
relatively low. Also, key players within major hard-todecarbonize sectors have not yet committed to the
initiative. Nevetheless, the initiative has made signiﬁcant oveall progress toward mainstreaming science-based target setting and delivering on emission
reductions at scale. From 2015 to 2019, a sample of
338 companies committed to the SBTi delivered GHG
emission reductions of roughly 300 million tons40,
equivalent to the annual footprint of Spain in 2018.
Looking ahead, the SBTi should focus on keeping up
its momentum and extending the list of paticipating companies, paticularly in hard-to-abate sectors.
The second limitation of the SBTi concerns the fact
that not all sectors ﬁnd it equally easy to adopt its
methodology. While the initiative consistently adds
new sector guidelines and invites companies in those
sectors to contribute to their development, not eveybody is convinced. This is especially true for companies which produce highly heterogenous products
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Trexler & Schendler (2015)
SBTi (2021)
SBTi (2020a)
Watson (2018)
Watt (2018)

(e.g., in the chemical sector) or belong to sectors for
which technologically feasible 1.5°C pathways have
not yet been developed (e.g., aviation). Corpoate
leaders, especially in the German context, tend to be
risk-averse when it comes to publicly committing to
goals which may not be achievable without a technological quantum leap and much closer collaboation
within the industy. In such hard-to-decarbonize sectors, the SBTi could consider setting up a platform
for companies to coopeate more closely until it becomes feasible for them to join the initiative.
Third, SBTs are patly criticized for not being ambitious enough. One reason is that they are based on
tempeature limit probabilities which originate from
the IPCC Special Repot on 1.5°C. The well-below 2°C
scenario, for example, assigns a 66% probability to
actually keeping the global tempeature rise below
2°C. The scenario for 1.5°C works with an even lower
chance of only 50%.41 This means that even if evey
company in the world adopted the SBTi approach,
there would still only be a 50% or 66% chance of
limiting global warming to 1.5°C or well-below 2°C,
respectively.
Another reason is that the SBTi methodology rests
upon the assumption that all economic actors contribute their “fair share” to curbing emissions. One
can question the way in which a company’s fair share
is determined. Currently, the remaining global emission budget is evenly broken down to the private
sector without giving consideation to the historical responsibility that some countries or companies
bear for global warming or their technological capabilities.42 Futher, critics argue that companies cannot claim to be climate leaders if they only do their
fair share. Instead, they are calling for regeneative
business which does not end with the achievement
of corpoate climate targets, but gives back more to
the ecosystem than the company has previously extacted or destroyed.43 The development of sciencebased net-zero targets, which is currently driven by
the SBTi (see Info Box on page 6), is a good stating
point for a discussion on true climate leadership by
the private sector.

6. Conclusion and Outlook: Is ScienceBased Target Setting Here to Stay?
The focus of climate action is shifting to the value
chain and adapting business models
SBTs are at the heat of state-of-the-at corpoate
climate stategies, but they are just the beginning. Many companies lagging ambitious emission
goals now enter the critical phase of having to follow through with appropriate decarbonization progams and measures. In this context, the focus of
corpoate climate action shifts from the company
to the entire value chain which is where most corpoate emissions occur. Through collaboation with
customers, suppliers, and peers as well as through
better data management, companies can unlock
the untapped decarbonization potential along their
value chains.

especially in the run-up to the UN Biodiversity Conference COP15 and the UN Climate Change Conference COP26. In this situation, the concept of planetay boundaries, which deﬁnes nine processes (one
of which is climate change) that regulate the stability and resilience of the Eath system44, can provide
guidance for companies wishing to extend their
environmental action. In addition, seveal “beyond
climate” initiatives are currently being developed,
including the Science-Based Targets for Nature
famework45 and the Task Force on Nature-Related
Financial Disclosure (TNFD).46 It hence seems plausible to assume that science-based target setting will
continue to gain taction in the private sector.

While SBTs measure the impact any given company
has on global warming, business leaders are increasingly required to also look at the other side of the
equation: global warming’s impact on their company. It is critical to understand that pursuing climate
targets which are aligned with a 1.5°C pathway is
not the same as having a business model which is
suited to a world that will be at least 1.5°C warmer
on aveage. Hence, companies should aim for a coherent climate stategy which eﬀectively minimizes
their carbon footprint, helps them anticipate the
business risks of climate change, and leveages the
oppotunities climate change holds, e.g., for business model innovation.
Science-based target setting may move beyond
the governance of GHG emissions
For corpoate climate targets, science-based target
setting is on tack to becoming the gold standard.
In fact, from a corpoate perspective, combating
climate change is often seen as the major environmental challenge that companies need to address.
Now, however, companies’ impact on their broader
environment is coming under increasing scrutiny,

44 Rockström et. al (2009)
45 SBTN (2020)
46 TNFD (2020)
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